From the very beginning of her third studio album, *Red Moon In Venus*, Kali Uchis makes it known that she's far too much at peace for any ill will. Having spent the past three years adjusting to viral fame through TikTok hits and Latin chart toppers, Uchis has set up anticipation for fans to watch her grow as a promising artist in real time. From the early days of her career, Uchis had developed a following through her collaborations with artists like Tyler The Creator and Steve Lacy. Songs of hers like “Tyrant,” “After The Storm,” and “Dead To Me” became essential components to the universe of HBO's *Insecure*, and the timely “Telepatia,” which arrived at the height of the pandemic, became an anthem of longing for those missing their loved ones.

With *Red Moon In Venus*, Uchis has risen above the heartache and arrives at the peace she's fought hard for over the course of the five years since her debut, *Isolation*.

Alex Gonzalez — *Kali Uchis Is In Touch With Her Spirit On 'Red Moon In Venus'*

**IN CASE YOU MISSED IT**

*The Last Of Us* actor **Pedro Pascal** thought he saw a certain pop icon at the Oscars and was starstruck over her presence the whole night.
Speaking of the Oscars, the show host, Jimmy Kimmel, brought up Harry Styles’ infamous “spitgate” moment.

Lady Gaga also performed “Hold My Hand” from the Top Gun: Maverick soundtrack.

Finally, it’s time to #CrackOn with the cast of Love Island UK Season 9. Check out our predictions for the finale to see if we were correct here.

NUMBER ONE STUNNERS
MILEY CYRUS

Miley Cyrus, on the heels of dropping her new album, *Endless Summer Vacation*, is spending another week at No. 1 on *Billboard’s* Global 200 chart for her lead single, “Flowers” — marking her seventh time in the continued run. The song is also topping *Billboard’s* Global Excl. U.S. chart, replacing Karol G and Shakira’s “TQG.”

LISTEN

BUBBLING UNDER
MIMI WEBB

Mimi Webb is a rising artist who had another recent record drop with her brand new debut album, *Amelia*. After hearing a few of Webb's early singles, from “Red Flags” to “Ghost Of You,” this was one I was really looking forward to hearing the full thing — and think she can be a serious force on the pop scene. Showing off her versatility beyond upbeat dance tracks, her album cuts “Roles Reversed,” and “Last Train To London” prove that she can also tackle emotional ballads.

LISTEN

CHECK OUT

ANITTA — ‘VERSIONS OF ME’ HOODIE
Can't get enough of Anitta's recent album *Versions Of Me*? Now, you can wear it! Pick up an official *Versions Of Me* hoodie and show your love for the Brazilian pop star.

PICK IT UP

**REMEMBER WHEN**

**TAYLOR SWIFT'S 'SPEAK NOW'**
Taylor Swift released her *Speak Now* single, “Mean,” this week 12 years ago on March 13. Between fans believing that her re-recorded version of that album is coming and *The Eras Tour* kicking off this week, what better timing than this inclusion? The song took home two Grammys for Best Country Song and Best Country Solo Performance. It's also since been certified triple platinum.

**LOVE LETTERS**
Twice have been all over my social media feeds this week, mainly because the K-Pop group just dropped their 12th mini album, *Ready To Be* — and it's definitely worth checking out. With a sparkling, neatly-choreographed performance of “Set Me Free” on *The Tonight Show* and fans meeting them at the Empire State Building, their reach is a lot bigger than the average person (aka myself) expected.
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**YOU SAY YOU WANT MORE MUSIC?**

→ [Follow](#) the official playlist

→ [Indie Mixtape](#) has the scoop on all the best emerging artists